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06/28/2021 19:47 Oppose

I and my family are absolutely opposed to the idea of having this project in this neighbourhood; we have worked 
hard to afford our property while now facing this utterly poorly planned project without proper urban planning 
welcoming a disaster to our neighbourhood; constructing this huge building in an-already-congested area with a 
tiny small parking lot, in a tight/dead end junction/cul-de-sac cannot accommodate almost 1000 vehicle trips per 
day. Please change the location of the project to somewhere else, ideally outside Downtown.

Atilla Reshad Downtown No web 
attachments.

06/28/2021 20:10 Oppose

Constructing a large building for (340 elementary students, 65 childcare space facility plus 60 social dwelling 
residential units) in a tiny small parking lot, in a tight/dead end junction/cul de sac cannot accommodate almost 
1000 vehicle trips per day. In addition, the pick up drop off for elementary school children, child care , 
maintenance, delivery, staff, etc, will cause unbearable congestion and carbon emission in our neighbourhood.

Yekaterina Lesau Downtown No web 
attachments.

06/28/2021 20:11 Oppose

Constructing a large building for (340 elementary students, 65 childcare space facility plus 60 social dwelling 
residential units) in a tiny small parking lot, in a tight/dead end junction/cul de sac cannot accommodate almost 
1000 vehicle trips per day. In addition, the pick up drop off for elementary school children, child care , 
maintenance, delivery, staff, etc, will cause unbearable congestion and carbon emission in our neighbourhood.

Victor gusev Downtown No web 
attachments.

06/28/2021 21:13 Oppose
The lot is far too small to have school, let alone a school and social housing. There are major traffic concerns in 
the small cul-de-sac area. Social housing is a concern; however, the value of that land could house FAR more 
Vancouverites in cheaper areas.

Vida Cave Downtown No web 
attachments.

06/28/2021 21:55 Oppose I am fully against this project in order to save our children. Mixing the social housing,huge traffic pollution noise etc 
etc is the result of such a project. Reza Lahijani Downtown No web 

attachments.

06/28/2021 23:12 Oppose

Dear City Council, As a habitant of this neighborhood, I would share my point of concerns to you Not only for the 
time being but for the sake of our next generation, our nature and our ecology. Downtown Vancouver is in great 
need of more parks and green area. There are many sites under rezoning giving birth to new magnificent 
highrises. If in need of a new elementary school, social housing or any else building, why not sharing one of them' 
480 Broughton Street is a worse place either for elementary school or a residential building of any kind. The main 
streets surrounding it, already have high traffic and long rush hours and time consuming bottlenecks. The carbon 
emission of motor engines , stocks between the highrises, pollutes the air enough that breathing gets difficult 
especially at Falls and winter. I could easily smell the fuel in the air which is not good for physical and mental 
health. Above all, this site is one of the most visitor attracting place of Vancouver. By keeping it green and 
beautiful, calm and restful, it will never loose its worldwide attraction between the visitors, which is of essential 
financial source for the city of Vancouver. So, I would like to ask you revising your decision and let it stay as it is 
for the sake of a green city of Vancouver.

Faranak Farrokhnia Downtown No web 
attachments.

06/29/2021 04:26 Oppose

I have no issue with the concept of the school or the social housing. What I am opposed to is how close the high-
rise building will be to 499 Broughton. The portion of Brougton St separating the two buildings (499 from eventual 
480) is so narrow that the city does not allow parking or stopping on EITHER side of the street. I find it hard to 
believe the city would normally approve such a high rise building for a private developer where there is so little 
separation between the two buildings on such a narrow street. Moreover, the adjacent park already gets blocked 
from sunlight by the surrounding towers. This new high rise would block much of the remaining sunlight, especially 
in the Fall and Winter when sunlight is less plentiful. For the reasons above, I oppose and ask the City to reduce 
the height of the building significantly.

Dennis Chan Downtown No web 
attachments.
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5. CD-1 Amendment: 480 Broughton Street (Opposed)

06/29/2021 06:36 Oppose

I have reviewed the proposal in detail and have significant experience with the development and construction of 
schools in the lower mainland. I have serious issues with the traffic if the school and proposed housing is 
developed. Parking is already problematic and inflicting the necessary requirements for staff and residents, most 
will drive, is not possible without impacting my life. Schools have excessive traffic volumes in a neighborhood like 
this especially during morning and afternoon pick ups and drop offs as many parents still require using cars to 
transport because of timing and usually busy lives. I know this is a fact, not given proper consideration. Those 
periods correspond to the time of rush hour in the neighborhood that will cause major problems for residents. Also 
social housing can be built in neighborhoods more considerate than prime waterfront where children are playing 
at the park. Why are off market housing projects on prime view corridor lots in Coal harbor in the first place. Open 
space and views are still important and was prime reason people moved here in the first place. The city now 
wants to construct an 11 story building right in the heart and most impactful way possible to the community. My 
family strongly opposes the development. I would never consider living here any longer if the development goes 
ahead. I chose this area for the view, lifestyle and less stressful environment and that seems no longer the case 
as the City wants to take that away from us here in Coal Harbor. I get the need for social housing and its important 
but this type of development never ends well, the introduction of more crime, parking and traffic isn't wanted and if 
its something constructive have the development be built where the mayor lives instead. The land should instead 
be converted into extension of the existing park. or some other similar amenity to the neighborhood. Please note 
the choice describing where I live does not have Coal harbor as a option. West End comes close, but despite 
Coal Harbor being a significant area its not included possibly altering the demographic consideration in this 
evaluation. Most people, if not all people in our building and my neighborhood, directly across the street 
unanimously oppose this development and I have not seen any support locally for it at all...no one. I am active in 
my strata and meet and talk to area residents daily. This project is a big problem for us and the council should 
consider the will of the people who live here.

George Rossi West End No web 
attachments.

06/29/2021 07:31 Oppose

I live in the building across from this proposed project and oppose it moving ahead. This area already has a traffic 
flow issue on any given day, let alone if an accident or issue on the Lions Gate occurs. With a possible extra 1000 
cars in the area for pick up and drop off, how has the city determined in their transportation study that this is 
viable. As the city of Vancouver continuously talks about their climate plan, the amount of extra cars and carbon 
emissions in this area do not match their vision. As there is not enough school age children living in the 
surrounding blocks of this project, these children would either be driven in by family or bused in. Where would 
these buses park for pick up and drop off' How will parents cars be monitored for not idling while waiting for their 
children. There is no where for them to pull over and safely wait for their child. There is an increased danger for 
the children with the extra traffic expected from a housing and school development. t is also not just the school 
traffic increase, but having an extra 60 families driving in and out on a daily basis in an area not suited for an 
increase of traffic. What will happen on days people move in and out and trucks need to be parked for moving. 
Where will couriers park for deliveries. t's unfortunate the city does not want to be transparent with the final traffic 
study report. The city should find a more suitable location that allows better vehicle access and take into 
consideration the lives of the children they are now throwing into traffic.

Andrea Feldman Downtown No web 
attachments.

06/29/2021 08:31 Oppose

Currently there are 353 Social Housing units' between Jervis and Cardero (1288 W Cardova, 1515 W Hastings 
and 588 Cardero) within 3 blocks of the coal harbour community. Broughton is between Jervis and Cardero. If 480 
Broughton is approved, there will be 413 social housing units in total within the same 3 blocks in the coal harbour 
community. 2 out of 4 social housing buildings in the coal harbour community will be over 10 storeys high - 480 
Broughton (11 storeys and 60 units) and 1288 West Cordova (30 storeys and 284 units). Moreover, we still lack 
an accurate TAMS report to review. The DRAFT TAMS report dated 2020-11-20 from Bunt & Associates is 
inadequate in that: 1. The vehicle trip assignment to the road network does not account for the pick-up/drop-off 
areas proposed in the report ' the school trips were assigned to the Jervis Street entrance. In other words the draft 
TAMS study does not address the congestion that could be anticipated with the Broughton and West Hasting pick-
up/drop-off areas. 2. The non-auto modal share used in the report is to be changed based on recent surveys. 
Therefore, our concerns re highly increased traffic and the resulting carbon emissions nightmare are very valid 
indeed. For a high traffic building to be built within the same 3 blocks of the community and especially with the lot 
in consideration for 480 Broughton being tiny, in a tight/dead end junction cul de sac. With vehicle access solely 
from this one and only junction - W Hastings and Broughton - it's a nightmare in the making for all concerned. 
With climate change upon us - very probably way worse than what we are all experiencing these days this is not 
appropriate. We all live in and love this City! Hence this project resulting in high traffic, air pollution, and more 
carbon emissions is against all of our and the City's principles and should NOT proceed under any circumstance.

Rajiv Silgardo Downtown No web 
attachments.
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5. CD-1 Amendment: 480 Broughton Street (Opposed)

06/29/2021 10:29 Oppose

Part A I am a resident of  one of the few fully occupied condominium buildings DIRECTLY 
affected by this proposal. Covid has provided a unique opportunity to unequivocally confirm what the local 
inhabitants already know (and resent) as one of our city's greatest issues. An issue parallel, if not contributing, or 
directly causing, the 'need' for continued building and social housing within. Namely excessive empty/unoccupied 
residences in the downtown core. Apartment towers continue to be built in Coal Harbour and huge percentages of 
the strata units within remain empty. They are purchased as pure commodities, not as homes for people to live in 
(for either personal use or investments intended for rental). This increases prices, (purchase and rental) leaving 
many unable to afford the remaining residences. This leads full circle back to more need of social and/or 
subsidized housing. Although some of my fellow residents may not be expressing themselves well; no one is 
against social or subsidized housing. There are already 3 large social housing complexes within a three block 
radius of this project. And we are a healthy integrated community. What we are against is losing what all of us 
cherish most including the LAST open space on the Coal Harbour waterfront. Putting this in the 'parking lot' 
intended for the community center is a cheat. This should be extended community center park space not parking 
or building space. With this project going ahead we will lose our views, our peace, and our quiet. Many will further 
also lose their hard-earned investments. Being forced to literally fund this project themselves with up to 
$300,000.00 'donations' per apartment as per the property value losses they will face looking at the walls of this 
new building as opposed to the waterfront. This begs the question of how the new social housing residents who 
will then have the expropriated views will be welcomed. This is a conflict and resentment model, not an integration 
model. Giving to one by taking away from another never works. t breeds discontent and othering. I also fail to 
understand the logic of social housing on LITERALLY the most expensive waterfront property in the downtown 
core. For the value of this city owned property, at least 5 to 10 social housing projects could be funded elsewhere. 
This makes me rather suspicious as to the veracity of the use of the building once construction is completed. t 
also flies in the face of the principles/philosophy underlying social help. What person in their right mind would ever 
want to move on and up from such assisted housing ' The secondary gain of staying in assisted housing on the 
most expensive land with the most magnificent views FAR outweigh any gain of independence from public 
funding. Unless this is part of truth and reconciliation (of which there has been absolutely no mention whatsoever 
re. this project) I fail to see any logic whatsoever. Thank you Resident 

Mari Swingle Downtown No web 
attachments.

06/29/2021 10:43 Oppose

Part B Resident  Please take a walk around Coal Harbour at dinner time and notice what lights are on 
(where people are actually living vs where investments have stolen housing and home opportunity). Force 
occupancy (private rental/socially assisted rental) of these empty homes BEFORE taking away the value of the 
homes that are not only occupied but cherished. You will notice the 4 most affected buildings shine with life while 
the newer towers on the 'new waterfront' (very bottom of Jervis already blocking some views) are bereft of human 
presence; being approximately 80% empty with blinds that never open, and lights that are set on timers. Re. the 
school. Similarly, we are also surely not against schools. What we are against is the complete lack of oversite in 
planning for such. As things stand, Hastings, Pender, Jervis, Broughton, & Cordova are systematically at 
complete grid lock during heavy traffic patterns associated with high demand on the Lion's gate Bridge and/or 
congestion on Georgia. Which would be the same coinciding time frames as school drop off and pick up. What 
sense is there in putting a school in a region that can't currently manage traffic blockages. And, one where often 
frustrated drivers congregate almost daily' This cul-de-sac space has only one exit that already supports two 
marinas, a primary tower garage entrance/exit, a community center entrance, a children's playground, and highly 
used local park CAN'T tolerate a further 60 residences AND a 340 student school. You might have found support 
for one or the other as a 2 story pedestrian and handicapped access only building --but surely not both, with 
expected car traffic ' and definitely not at the proposed elevation! Lastly, I and many others are very suspicious of 
the blindness demonstrated by the approval of the first project proposal. How can something pass with 99% of 
LOCAL aka NEIGHBOURHOOD opposition. We are also suspicious of the speed by which designs and models 
for added space/height were produced. We highly suspect that this was the plan all along. We also highly suspect 
that social projects (housing and a school) are sneaky means by which to approve said construction project. I 
would not be surprised at all if in a year or three the project, as currently proposed, is deemed inappropriate, the 
community suffers no gain (in fact loses), and the developers profit extensively by yet another 'change of plans' 
for the land use. Please give regard to the letters from residents of the region over those who have absolutely no 
stake whatsoever in the project. It is very easy to support a 'superficially' well intended project from afar when it 
affects you in no manner (financially or quality of life). BTW I am a renter, not an owner. So this letter is not written 
for my personal gain --rather for the integrity of a lovely community, the last open space on the harbourfront in 
front of the 3 iconic Erikson landmarks the views of which we all sand to lose TY

Mari Swingle Downtown No web 
attachments.

06/29/2021 11:15 Oppose

I can't believe the Village Idiots in City Hall want to build social housing in Coal Harbour. Some of the most 
expensive real estate in the world! Increase in crime, traffic congestion etc I've worked 44 yrs and still can't afford 
it to live with an ocean view because rents and prices are so high. Along comes our socialist municipal gov't who 
wants to build social housing. What's wrong with this picture' Fran Berry Coal Harbour Tax Payer

Fran Berry Unknown No web 
attachments.

06/29/2021 11:31 Oppose
After working & paying tax for 50+ years and still unable to afford to live with an ocean view, I oppose this socialist 
council using my tax dollars to build social housing so that someone I have to support gets to live with a million 
dollar view. This is some of the most expensive real estate in the world. Hard NO!

Mark Wolrich Unknown No web 
attachments.

06/29/2021 11:42 Oppose 30 OPPOSITION emails attached JT Downtown Appendix A
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5. CD-1 Amendment: 480 Broughton Street (Opposed)

06/29/2021 11:45 Oppose 30 Opposition emails attached JT Downtown Appendix B

06/29/2021 11:47 Oppose 30 OPPOSITION emails attached JT Downtown Appendix C

06/29/2021 11:49 Oppose 30 OPPOSITION emails attached JT Downtown Appendix D

06/29/2021 11:52 Oppose 30 OPPOSITION emails attached JT Downtown Appendix E

06/29/2021 11:56 Oppose 30 OPPOSITION emails attached JT Downtown Appendix F

06/29/2021 11:59 Oppose 30 OPPOSITION emails attached JT Downtown Appendix G

06/29/2021 12:01 Oppose 30 OPPOSITION emails attached JT Downtown Appending H

06/29/2021 12:03 Oppose 19 OPPOSITION emails attached JT Downtown Appendix I

06/29/2021 12:11 Oppose The proposed development will increase the traffic tremendously and cause hardship to all those who live in this 
area apart from increasing pollution and being bad for the environment Zarine Silgardo Downtown No web 

attachments.

06/29/2021 12:22 Oppose

Our concerns for traffic/carbon emissions nightmare is very valid indeed, easy enough for even kindergarten kids 
to come to terms for a high traffic building to be built with the same 3 blocks of the community especially the lot in 
consideration for 480 Broughton is tiny, in a tight/dead end junction cul de sac; vehicles accessible ONLY from 
this one and only junction - W Hastings and Broughton - it's a nightmares in the making even my kids are telling 
me! It is heat waves very probably way worse than what we are all experiencing these days that we are fighting 
for. We all live and love this City! Hence this project resulting in high traffic, air pollution, and more carbon 
emissions is all against our principals and should not even be contemplated in the first place at all! Hence we are 
going through stress in our busy schedule during pandemic to show up to fight for our causes! I am distressed 
that the social housing will be next to a school. I am very very worried about the effect on the children. Putting 
social housing by a school is putting children in harm's way and you (city council) will be held responsible by the 
community. What about drugs and pedophiles and bad language, gross indecency, drunk and drug behaviour at 
all times of day. it's already on the streets in Coal Harbour and rampant all over the city. It bad enough being a 
woman walking past this and having them do lewd behaviour and sweating and urinating in public and IT'S A 
DISGRACE WE SHOULD AS A COMMUNITY PROTECT CHILDREN FROM THIS AT ALL COST. It's an accident 
waiting to happen, drugs sold to children, molestation, abusive language. t's all over the city SAY NO TO SOCIAL 
HOUSING' The city needs a better plan not to keep pushing a bad one .

Li Dai Downtown No web 
attachments.
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5. CD-1 Amendment: 480 Broughton Street (Opposed)

06/29/2021 12:41 Oppose

Re. 480 Broughton. I am a resident o  one of the few fully occupied condominium buildings 
D RECTLY affected by this proposal. I stress fully occupied. Covid has provided a unique opportunity to 
unequivocally confirm what the local inhabitants already know (and resent) as one of our city's greatest issues. An 
issue parallel, if not contributing, or directly causing, the 'need' for continued building and social housing within. 
Namely excessive empty/unoccupied residences in the downtown core. Apartment towers continue to be built in 
Coal Harbour (and surrounding downtown) and huge percentages of the strata units within remain empty. They 
are purchased as pure commodities, not as homes for people to live in (for either personal use or investments 
intended for rental). This increases prices, (purchase and rental) leaving many unable to afford the remaining 
residences. This leads full circle back to more need of social and/or subsidized housing. Although some of my 
fellow residents may not be expressing themselves well; no one is against social or subsidized housing. There are 
already 3 large social housing complexes within a three block radius of this project. And we are a healthy 
integrated community. What we are against is losing what all of us cherish most including the LAST open space 
on the Coal Harbour waterfront. Putting this in the 'parking lot' intended for the community center is a cheat. This 
should be extended community center park space not parking or building space. With this project going ahead we 
will lose our views, our peace, and our quiet. Many will further also lose their hard-earned investments. Being 
forced to literally fund this project themselves with up to $300,000 00 'donations' per apartment as per the 
property value losses they will face looking at the walls of this new building as opposed to the waterfront. This 
begs the question of how the new social housing residents who will then have the expropriated views will be 
welcomed. This is a conflict and resentment model, not an integration model. Giving to one by taking away from 
another never works. It breeds discontent and othering. I also fail to understand the logic of social housing on 
LITERALLY the most expensive waterfront property in the downtown core. For the value of this city owned 
property, at least 5 to 10 social housing projects could be funded elsewhere. This makes me rather suspicious as 
to the veracity of the use of the building once construction is completed. It also flies in the face of the 
principles/philosophy underlying social help. What person in their right mind would ever want to move on and up 
from such assisted housing '''''' The secondary gain of staying in assisted housing on the most expensive land with 
the most magnificent views far FAR outweigh any gain of independence from public funding. Unless this is part of 
truth and reconciliation (of which there has been absolutely no mention whatsoever re.

Mari Swingle Downtown Appendix J

06/29/2021 12:52 Oppose Creates too much traffic and also affects Property value of the neighborhood. Ruhangiz Kilani Unknown No web 
attachments.

06/29/2021 13:08 Oppose Extra 3 OPPOSITION signatures attached Domino AuYoung Downtown Appendix K

06/29/2021 13:24 Oppose

We already have social housing 30 storeys 284 units sky tower In the neighbourhood @ 1288 West Cordova 
(https://www affordablehousingsocieties ca/c-side/) as well as 69 units social housing low rise @ 1515 West 
Hastings & 588 Cardero street (https://coalharbourhousingcoop.com/contact/ 
(https://coalharbourhousingcoop.com/ and page 8 https://www bchousing.org/publications/Zone-6-Seniors-and-
Adults-with-Disabilities pdf) We do embrace social housing! as our city does - 353 units in total already in Coal 
Harbour including 30 storeys 284 units social housing sky tower! 480 Broughton is probably only school in 
Canada without outdoor spaces and even share same building with residential in such small TINY piece of land 
(just enough for 40 compact to medium sized cars parked tightly together) with vehicles only accessible from only 
W Hasting/ Broughton! The estimate traffic of 900 PLUS (917) per day (page 24 
https://shapeyourcity.ca/18586/widgets/73786/documents/52897and) in that TIGHT / DEAD END junction/ cul de 
sac as a result of 480 Broughton proposed development of 11-storey building for 340 elementary school students, 
65 childcare (0-5 years old) space facility and 60 social dwelling residential units is really going to cause so much 
HIGH TRAFFIC extremely concerning for community health, community safety - (elementary school children, 
childcare babies/little kids) and our pursuits for zero carbon emissions!

Trevor HO Downtown No web 
attachments.

06/29/2021 13:28 Oppose

There's 8 blocks from Burrard to Denman in Coal Harbour. Current Social Housings' 353 units in total are in Jervis 
to Cardero (1288 W Cardova, 1515 W Hastings and 588 Cardero) within 3 blocks of the coal harbour community. 
Broughton is between Jervis and Cardero so if 480 Broughton is approved, there will be 413 social housings in 
total within the same 3 blocks in coal harbour community - 2 out of 4 social housing buildings in the coal harbour 
community will be over 10 storeys high - 480 Broughton (11 storeys and 60 units) and 1288 West Cordova (30 
storeys and 284 units). Why all in the same 3 blocks' Our concerns for traffic/carbon emissions nightmare is very 
valid indeed, easy enough for even kindergarten kids to come to terms for a high traffic building to be built with the 
same 3 blocks of the community especially the lot in consideration for 480 Broughton is tiny, in a tight/dead end 
junction cul de sac; vehicles accessible ONLY from this one and only junction - W Hastings and Broughton - it's a 
nightmares in the making even my kids are telling me! It is TOMORROW's HEAT WAVES very probably way 
worse than what we are all experiencing these days that we are fighting for. We all live and love this City! Hence 
this project resulting in high traffic, air pollution, and more carbon emissions is all against our principals and should 
NOT even be contemplated in the first place at all! Hence we are going through stress in our busy schedule 
during pandemic to show up to fight for our causes! We need to HOLD the City Office ACCOUNTABLE!

Domino AuYoung Downtown Appendix L

06/29/2021 13:31 Oppose
Is Jervis to Cardero becoming Social Housing HUB in coal harbour' Are we funding a community for us or funding 
public causes outside our community causes for our own community benefits as a whole rather than just for public 
causes.

Marion Man Downtown No web 
attachments.
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5. CD-1 Amendment: 480 Broughton Street (Opposed)

06/29/2021 13:38 Oppose TRAFFIC and CARBON EMISSIONS - who will be responsible' 413 social housing units in 1 community............'! 
Already 353 units in Coal Harbour in the same 3 blocks!!! Trevor HO Downtown No web 

attachments.

06/29/2021 13:42 Oppose 1000 people going through same small junction daily.............wow Yahya Nickpur Downtown No web 
attachments.

06/29/2021 13:44 Oppose OBJECT James Binn Downtown No web 
attachments.

06/29/2021 13:46 Oppose I will not go near W Hasting and Broughton in the future........... Jeff Daman Downtown No web 
attachments.

06/29/2021 13:49 Oppose

This project is inappropriate in its proposed form at this location and is premised on a fundamentally flawed 
Transportation Assessment and Management Study (TAMS) commissioned by the developers in support of their 
own agenda. Our elected officials on council owe a duty of care to comprehensively assess the impacts to the 
safety of our citizens at the very minimum. This simply can not be done until the proper revision of the Bunt & 
Associates TAMS report is complete, which is at present flawed and incomplete by their own admission. For the 
council to try and proceed otherwise would be flagrant disregard of their responsibilities. We expect the presently 
elected council to do the right thing and protect the safety of the people of Vancouver.

Paul Lo Downtown No web 
attachments.

06/29/2021 13:53 Oppose
Why the Staff report March 3rd and March 22nd only saying concerns are not concerns at all WITHOUT any 
CONCRETE DEMONSTRATIONS of the city's process/measurements nor backed up by any CONCRETE F NAL 
REPORTS for public reviews and criticisms'! Is this how our city is run these days'! WOW!

Erik Gretland Downtown No web 
attachments.

06/29/2021 13:57 Oppose

I am unable to attend the Public Hearing but must express my point of view to the proposed School and Social 
Housing project at 480 Broughton Street by emailing to the Council members. No one likes to see a school in his 
neigbourhood causing traffic congestion. So, any objection is just a N MBY sentiment. Or, is it' In all other 
niegboruhoods, parents who cannot find a spot to drop off or pick up their children would simply drive around the 
block until someone else has left to allow a spot. At this proposed site, the short Cul-de-Sac cannot accommodate 
more than 8 cars. The balance of the few hundred cars westbound on Hastings Street would have to continue 
towards the next block to find a dead end at Nicola, making a natural right-hand turn then hitting the water. There 
is no way to drive around the block, except to trespass through the indoor driveway, under the higrises of Cascina 
and Denia, connecting between Nicola and Broughton, ending up waiting to push into the small congested Cul-de-
Sac again. Idling in the street would only cause pollution to the open environment, which is bad enough. But with a 
few hundred cars emitting toxic Carbon Monoxide idling in an enclosed driveway, it could easily be fatal. You can 
drive around the block in all other locations but not this one, unless you can drive on water. The strong objection is 
NOT due to NIMBY. t is the lack of common sense from the City Planners, not being able to see the peculiarity of 
this site. Councillors must come down to the actual site to take a look before voting "NO" for such an unwise 
proposal. Thanks and Regards, Kingsley Lo.

Kingsley Lo Dunbar-Southlands No web 
attachments.

06/29/2021 14:02 Oppose
School without outddoor spaces and sharing with 0-5 young babies and kids plus 60 dwelling social 
units..............what is the fire safety plan'! Who is responsible' Why no concrete steps/report/policy/plan in details 
for our concerns before any recommendations'!

Raymond Liang Downtown No web 
attachments.

06/29/2021 14:13 Oppose The project is not safe for the neighbourhood traffic . Nahid Unknown No web 
attachments.

06/29/2021 14:18 Oppose

This is NOT a suitable site for such a project. Traffic congestion is a big problem for the short dead end street. 
Social housing can be much more efficiently built in an area where land, site preparation cost, and cost of building 
material delivery, trade access, etc. are much cheaper. Then more housing can be provided with much less cost 
of our tax dollars. It doesn't make sense at all.

Terry Lo Unknown No web 
attachments.
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5. CD-1 Amendment: 480 Broughton Street (Opposed)

06/29/2021 14:18 Oppose

I am a resident of Coal harbour and DIRECTLY affected by this proposal. Although some of my fellow residents 
may not be expressing themselves well; no one is against social or subsidized housing. There are already 3 large 
social housing complexes within a three block radius of this project. And we are a healthy integrated community. 
What we are against is losing what all of us cherish most including the LAST open space on the Coal Harbour 
waterfront. Putting this in the 'parking lot' intended for the community center is a cheat. This should be extended 
community center park space not parking or building space. With this project going ahead we will lose our views, 
our peace, and our quiet. Many will further also lose their hard-earned investments. Being forced to literally fund 
this project themselves with up to $300,000.00 'donations' per apartment as per the property value losses they will 
face looking at the walls of this new building as opposed to the waterfront. This is a conflict and resentment model, 
not an integration model. Giving to one by taking away from another never works. t breeds discontent and 
othering. I also fail to understand the logic of social housing on LITERALLY the most expensive waterfront 
property in the downtown core. For the value of this city owned property, at least 5 to 10 social housing projects 
could be funded elsewhere. This makes me rather suspicious as to the veracity of the use of the building once 
construction is completed. t also flies in the face of the principles/philosophy underlying social help. What person 
in their right mind would ever want to move on and up from such assisted housing. There is no logic whatsoever. 
Similarly, we are also surely not against schools. What we are against is the complete lack of oversite in planning 
for such. As things stand, Hastings, Pender, Jervis, Broughton, and Cordova are systematically at complete grid 
lock during heavy traffic patterns associated with high demand on the Lion's gate Bridge and/or congestion on 
Georgia. Which would be the same coinciding time frames as school drop off and pick up. What sense is there in 
putting a school in a region that can not currently manage traffic blockages. And, one where often frustrated 
drivers congregate almost daily' This cul-de-sac space has only one exit that already supports two marinas, a 
primary tower garage entrance/exit, a community center entrance, a children's playground, and highly used local 
park CAN NOT tolerate a further 60 residences AND a 340 student school. You might have found support for one 
or the other as a two story pedestrian and handicapped access only building --but surely not both, with expected 
car traffic ' and definitely not at the proposed elevation! Lastly, I and many others are very suspicious of the 
blindness demonstrated by the approval of the first project proposal. How can something pass with 99% of 
LOCAL aka NEIGHBOURHOOD opposition.

Rajiv Silgardo Unknown Appendix M

06/29/2021 14:33 Oppose

Pls see attached social housing location map from city website. https://vancouver ca/files/cov/2019-housing-
vancouver-annual-progress-report-and-data-book.pdf That was dated Dec 2019. Are we already over crowded 
with social housing that we are funding for others' living s than for our livings. If there is traffic problems, how can 
my boss and his guests get access to the marina for them to get onto his boat'

Raymond AuYoung Downtown No web 
attachments.

06/29/2021 14:57 Oppose 480 Broughton Public Survey - 80% OBJECT Mari Swingle Downtown Appendix N

06/29/2021 15:11 Oppose

BC Ombudsman Office is investigating into City's handling of subject project by Development Permit Board 
(DPB). Legal Counsel of a resident has filed a court order for judicial review. Hence public record of our 
oppositions are very important indeed. Our OPPOSITIONS in DPB's meeting were grossly ignored and decision to 
approve was based on a Transportation Assessment and Management Study (TAMS) which were never 
presented to public for review prior to DPB's March 22nd meeting. After much demand, the TAMS were finally 
posted on city's website in late May but it was only a DRAFT 
https://shapeyourcity.ca/18586/widgets/73786/documents/52897and CHRA has commissioned an engineer to 
critique that DRAFT TAMS report https://shapeyourcity.ca/18586/widgets/73786/documents/52897and the author 
of that TAMS report that DPB relied on for March 22nd decision told engineer hired by CHRA that significant of 
that TAMS report is invalid. Since the TAMS report (which happened to be only a DRAFT) 
https://shapeyourcity.ca/18586/widgets/73786/documents/52897which DPB used to base their March 22nd 
meeting decision was invalid, no idea why City Council is going ahead with public hearing for 480 Broughton 
based on an invalid DPB's March 22nd "flawed" decision. '! City is forcefully trying to get this project passed using 
irrelevant traffic reports blindly and bluntly ignoring any community concerns. Development Permit Board's March 
22ndmeeting recording here: Use any internet browser and go to : https //webtransfer.vancouver.ca The user D 
is : 138308dl@coveftp01 The password is: Kut4imlK (The password is case sensitive.) Ombudsman contacts in 
this regard can be contacted by email as follows: info@bcombudsperson ca and 'ATTN: Chris Biscoe and Nico 
Rullmann - 480 Broughton'

Domino AuYoung Downtown No web 
attachments.

06/29/2021 15:21 Oppose

City is forcefully trying to get this project passed using irrelevant traffic reports blindly and bluntly ignoring any 
community concerns. Development Permit Board's March 22ndmeeting recording here: Use any internet browser 
and go to : https://webtransfer.vancouver.ca The user D is : 138308dl@coveftp01 The password is: Kut4imlK 
(The password is case sensitive.) Public Inputs though an overwhelmingly 80%+ OPPOSED but City's DPB in 
March 3rd and March 22nd reports just use the tactics of your concerns are not concerns without justifying in 
concrete and demonstrating to convince public as well as having any final report available for review and critique 
before any recommendation and DPB's approval on March 22nd! How can this process be right at all' City, your 
explanation is requested as you are responsible for your action.

Roger Davies Downtown Appendix O

06/29/2021 16:16 Oppose
https://www.vancouverobserver.com/opinion/would-you-send-your-child-school-built-top-underground-electrical-
substation https://www straight.com/news/1074111/patti-bacchus-vsb-should-pull-plug-bc-hydros-school-
substation-plan

James AY Downtown No web 
attachments.

06/29/2021 16:31 Oppose
This is an ill-advised project that will drastically worsen the traffic situation in the area that was already quite bad 
specifically pre-Covid. This impacts the quality of life of so many residents in the area for worse by creating even 
more congestion and traffic. Strongly opposed.

Arsalan Farrokh Downtown No web 
attachments.
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5. CD-1 Amendment: 480 Broughton Street (Opposed)

06/29/2021 16:31 Oppose

1) The section of Broughton Street the new building is so narrow that no cars are allowed to park or stop on BOTH 
sides of the street. The width of most of the street part is only 10.9 m wide from curb to curb. A typical street in 
Vancouver for this type of neighborhood is 22 5 m (twice as wide). At the narrowest part by the intersection, the 
street is only 6 5 m wide, though I conceded that this can be narrowed. Consider this narrow width of 10 9 m with 
the fact that the new building is not going to be set back much behind the sidewalk in certain areas, and you've 
got two buildings that are too close together. I find it hard to believe a private developer would have been able to 
get approval for this tall of a high-rise for this ultra narrow street. 2) The park is already mostly surrounded by 
highrises, meaning it does not get as much natural sunlight. The new building will be built right up to the edge of 
the park, meaning it will lose a lot more of whatever little sunlight it gets. This is not good for the many families who 
use the park. This park is not big like George Wainborn in Yaletown where the buildings are also farther away 
across a much wider street. As a city that cares about parks, they are leaving this park without much sunlight, 
especially in the fall and winter months.

James Flenning Downtown No web 
attachments.

06/29/2021 16:51 Oppose OPPOSED Suhothayan Dunbar-Southlands No web 
attachments.

06/29/2021 16:52 Oppose OPPOSED Responsible citizens of 
Vancouver Downtown No web 

attachments.

06/29/2021 16:53 Oppose OPPOSED Concerned citizen Downtown No web 
attachments.

06/29/2021 16:54 Oppose OPPOSED Margaret Klima Downtown No web 
attachments.

06/29/2021 16:55 Oppose OPPOSED Dohyung Kim Downtown No web 
attachments.

06/29/2021 16:56 Oppose OPPOSED N Shah Downtown No web 
attachments.

06/29/2021 16:57 Oppose OPPOSED Christine Mori Downtown No web 
attachments.
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Respondent No: 1 

Login: Monica 

Email: s22(1) Personal and Confidential 

01. Vourcomments:

Responded At: Dec 15. 2020 22:38:34 pm 

Last Seen: 

IP Address: 

Dec 15, 2020 22:38:34 pm 

n/a 

I do not agree, first they had said 1 o floors, You have an idea how many people that own are hurting us. They are already

setting up a school where noise will be heard all day and now with this. It's not lair.

02. Slreet adclress
22(ffPersonal and1::onfidential 

03. Postal code

Q4. Your overall position about the application: Opposed 
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Respondent No: 39 

Login: Shahnaz 

Emall: s22(1) Personal and Confidential 

01. Yourcomments: 

02. Street address 

03. Postal code 

04. Your overall position about the application: 

Responded At: Jan 02, 2021 23:46:37 prn 

Last Seen: 

IP Address: 

Jan 02. 2021 23:46:37 pm 

nta 

s22{1) Personal and Confidenlia 

Opposed 

Appendix F: 

Appendix B





























































Respondent No: 70 

Login: Mastaneh Esfand,arl 

Email: s22(1) Personal and Confidential 

01. Your comments: 

Responded At: Jan O'S, 202113:08:28 pm 

Last Seen: 

IP Address: 

Jan 05, 2021 13:06�8 pm 

nta 

This project cannot have any benefit for anyone. City wants to ruin the most beautiful Waterfront cozy, little Park In the

area. This project will ruin all the peaceful ambiance in the area and neighborhood and causes pollution / noise and traffic. 

Please keep the area green & pleasant as II is now. I am definitely opposed lhis project. 

�(') Personal ani!Coolfcleiffi 

02. Street address 

03. Postal code 

Q4. Your overall position about the application: Opposed 

Appendix F: 

Appendix C





























































Respondent No: 105 

Login: Suhothayan 

Email: 
s22(1) Personal and Confidential 

01. Your comments: 

Responded At'. Jan 06, 2021 18:41 :20 pm 

Last Seen: Jian 06. 2021 18:41 :20 pm 

IP Address: n/a 

This blocks the nature view of 588-Broughton St, and make the neighborhood busy and crowded, and we wanted to have a 

peaceful surrounding. 

02. Street address 
S22(tf Personal ancl Conficlenlia 

03. Postal code 

04. Your overall position about the application: Opposed 
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RespondentNo: 145 

Login: Jen 

Email: s22(1) Personal and Confidential 

Ql. Your comments: 

R .. ponded At: 

Last Seen: 

IPAddrass: 

Jan 08, 2021 13·19:43 pm 

Jan 08. 2021 13:19:43 pm 

nta 

Negatrve impact of this development: 1- Loss of panoramic water & mountain viewa 2- Increase traffic & create congestion 

which will result 10 Increase of carbon emlsslon due to cars idling 3- Students will skip classes due to proximity to active 

manna 4· Students are in danger due to proximity to water 5- Many have access to work from home, many will consider 

moving to suburbs for cheaper housing 

s22[1) Personal and coolillenUa 
02. Street address 

03. Postal code

04. Your overall position about the application: Opposed 
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RespondentNo: 180 

Login: Susa11 Magnusson 

Email: "s.22(1) Personal and COO!identiar 

Qt Your comments: 

Responded At: 

Last Seen: 

IPAddrt$$: 

Jan 10, 2021 14:40:48 pm 

Jan 10. 2021 22:44:30 pm 
·s.22(1) PefSOllal and 

Confide!ltiar 

As stated In the AentaJ Market Report Vancouver CMA 2020, long term rental unit supply in this neighbourhood increased 

by47.5%m 2019 due to the taxes levied on unoccupied units. This neighbourhood is not where additional social housing 1s 

needed. Empty units held by owners are subject to expensive penalties if they are not able to be occupied. Rents are set 

based on cost of mortgages so obviously will be expensive. Owners in neighbouring buildings will be forced to compete 

with the lower rents offered In this building with it's premium waterfront condos. Our unit in the Classico will have the view 

obstructed and will decrease in value. Trends have changed considerably since the Vancouver housing plan was written 

and since Covid has allowed more employees to work from home. Trend is to move out of the downtown area to 

townhouses and single family homes. I understand the school is necessary but not the hOusing. Slick to the original plan. 

At the least, do not approve the ammended plan to add an additional floor additional height and additional houS1ng un,tsl 

02. Street address 

Q3. Postal code 

04. Your overall position about the application: 

52'211) Peisonal and 

fidential" 

�TP=nafanaConfi<len 

Opposed 
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ResPondent No: 215 

Login: Yekaterina Lesau 

Email: 
"s.22(1) Personal and Confidential" 

01. Vourcomments: 

Responded At: Jen 12, 202119:58:55 pm 

Laat Seen: 

IPAddreR: 

Jan 12. 2021 19:58:55 pm 

n/a 

Asanownerof��f:ii I am against building a new project In front of balcony, due to its noise and reduction 

of my property value. Also, because of new proposed project I will not have a beautiful/ocean view. 

Q2. Street address 

03. Postal code 

04. Your overall position about the application: Opposed 
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Respondent No: 250 

Login: HK 

E fl. 
"s.22(1) P9fSOllal and 

ma • Confidentiar 

01. Your comments:

n.1pan•d At: J81114, 2021 23:15;37 pm

"-S-,: 

IPAdclntlf: 

Jan 14. 2021 23:15:37 pm 

nla 

Dear Vancouver Development Permit Board, I am a long term residen1 of Vancouver, and I am writing to oppose the 

building of the 11 story building next to the Coal Harbour community centre and park. Our neighbourhood already has too 

many buildlngs, feeling quite claustrophobic. One of the best parts about this part of the community Is 1hat it allows people

to breath. It has an openness that allows people to reconnect with the community and nature. This is not Just for old timer

residents like myself but also visitors. With the number of buildings that have been constructed in this neighbourhood in the

last 10-20 years. the proposed building site is one of the last around here to retain the original feel of Vancouver. Please do

not remove this tor local residents, future residents and v
i

sitors! If our city is looking to develop to accommodate 

community needs, there are many olher very underdeveloped places in downtown Vancouver that should be considered 

first, for example the West End community. Do not sacrifice the gem that is this site. Regards, CY 

s:2211) Peisoniil aoo Conlioenfial" 

02. Street address

03. Postal code 

04. Your overall position about the application: Opposed 
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Respondent No: 296 

Login: Gtoup of Coal Hafbour 

Aesldents/Owner-S 

Email: 
s22(11 Personal and Calfideotial 

Q1. Your comments: 

Al■ll Duded At: Feb 09, 2021 13:05:41 pm 

LaMleen: Feb 09, 2021 13:05:41 pm 

IP Acldreta! nla 

City should sell this piece of land get the proceeds and build school and social housing in denser areas with no views. I 

understand there is a need for school and social housing but not in a prime waterfront areas right at the water; II could be 

burlt in denser areas with no views. We STRONGLY OBJECT to the subject proposed development in 480 Broughton. In 

addition, the views blocked as a result of proposed development to those units already paying property taxes to the city is 

adding disadvantages not advantages to the tax payers who are funding the city. City should be here for the people. not the 

other way round. If this city administration cannot add benefit to the city's tax payers, please at least do not bring more 

disadvantages to the city's tax payers. Public consultation should be done even before considering accepting the permit 

application in the first place. If city thinks It's okay, why not building social housing in city hall's land as well or perhaps 

using city hall as social housing since we are working 1rom home these days. Since the pandemic there has not been any 

measures as we are aware from the city to assist city's tax payers to go through this extreme time; all we hear from city is 

how much more the city can get from tax payers. City's office is here for the city people not the other wav round. Perhaps if 

our Mayor was a property tax payer, he would understand how we feel in our shoes! Please let Mayor Kennedy Stewart 

know he Is loosing our votes with his approach to date! Have not seen a mayor that Is only hiding instead of coming out 

and get in touch with his city that he Is supposed to adclress! Curreot social housings In the areas already bring enough 

problems to the neighborhood. Seeing more homeless camping in city's parks these davs, we do not need more social 

housings especially in the prime of the prime land In prime neighborhoodsl We do not want to see the city's public 

neighborhoods flooded with homeless camps by building social housings that attract more people at those calibre to the

coal harbour neighborhoodsl Yours sincerely, Group ol owners/residents from West Pender Place. Harbourslde Park, 

Cascina, Denia, Palladio, Callisto, Carina. Escala, Avila, Bauhinia. Harbour Green 1, Harbour Green 2, Harbour Green 3, 

Shaw Tower, Fairmont Pacific Rim, Ritz, Melville, Pointe Claire, Flatiron, Sapphire, Orea Place, Dockside, The Pointe, 

Cfassico, Vantage (Marr1ott plnnade reslden�al), Qube, Cadero and Cielo 

02. Street address
('fTPer.;onal ano Confiaential 

03. Postal code 

04. Your overall position about the application: Opposed 

Appenill• F: 
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---------- Forwarded message --------- 
From: Mari Swingle 
Date: Tue, Jun 29, 2021 at 10:13 AM 
Subject: Re: 480 Broughton - Your Urgent Opposition Online Comments 
To: Delaram 

Re. 480 Broughton.  
I am a resident of  one of the few fully occupied condominium buildings DIRECTLY 
affected by this proposal.  I stress fully occupied. Covid has provided a unique opportunity to 
unequivocally confirm what the local inhabitants already know (and resent) as one of our city’s greatest 
issues. An issue parallel, if not contributing, or directly causing, the ‘need’ for continued building and 
social housing within. Namely excessive empty/unoccupied residences in the downtown core.  
Apartment towers continue to be built in Coal Harbour (and surrounding downtown) and huge 
percentages of the strata units within remain empty. They are purchased as pure commodities, not as 
homes for people to live in (for either personal use or investments intended for rental).  This increases 
prices, (purchase and rental) leaving many unable to afford the remaining residences. This leads full 
circle back to more need of social and/or subsidized housing. 
Although some of my fellow residents may not be expressing themselves well; no one is against social or 
subsidized housing.  There are already 3 large social housing complexes within a three block radius of 
this project. And we are a healthy integrated community. What we are against is losing what all of us 
cherish most including the LAST open space on the Coal Harbour waterfront.  Putting this in the ‘parking 
lot’ intended for the community center is a cheat.  This should be extended community center park 
space not parking or building space.  With this project going ahead we will lose our views, our peace, 
and our quiet. Many will further also lose their hard-earned investments.  Being forced to literally fund 
this project themselves with up to $300,000.00 ‘donations’ per apartment as per the property value 
losses they will face looking at the walls of this new building as opposed to the waterfront.  
This begs the question of how the new social housing residents who will then have the expropriated 
views will be welcomed.  This is a conflict and resentment model, not an integration model. Giving to 
one by taking away from another never works.  It breeds discontent and othering.  
I also fail to understand the logic of social housing on LITERALLY the most expensive waterfront property 
in the downtown core. For the value of this city owned property, at least 5 to 10 social housing projects 
could be funded elsewhere.  This makes me rather suspicious as to the veracity of the use of the building 
once construction is completed.  It also flies in the face of the principles/philosophy underlying social 
help.  What person in their right mind would ever want to move on and up from such assisted housing 
?????? The secondary gain of staying in assisted housing on the most expensive land with the most 
magnificent views far FAR outweigh any gain of independence from public funding. 
Unless this is part of truth and reconciliation (of which there has been absolutely no mention 
whatsoever re. this project) I fail to see any logic whatsoever. 
The moment may be lost, with Covid now abating and more people out and about in the evenings, but 
please take a walk around Coal Harbour at dinner time and notice what lights are on (where people are 
actually living versus where ‘investments’ have ‘stolen’ housing and home opportunity). Force 
occupancy (private rental or socially assisted rental) of these empty homes BEFORE taking away the 
value of the homes that are not only occupied but cherished. 
If you take this walk, you will notice the four most affected buildings that surround the community 
center park shine with life while the newer towers on the ‘new waterfront’ (very bottom of Jervis 
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already blocking some views) are bereft of human presence; being approximately 80% empty with 
curtains and blinds that never open, and light patterns that are obviously set on timers.  
Re. the school. Similarly, we are also surely not against schools. What we are against is the complete 
lack of oversite in planning for such. As things stand, Hastings, Pender, Jervis, Broughton, and Cordova 
are systematically at complete grid lock during heavy traffic patterns associated with high demand on 
the Lion’s gate Bridge and/or congestion on Georgia.  Which would be the same coinciding time frames 
as school drop off and pick up. What sense is there in putting a school in a region that can not currently 
manage traffic blockages. --And, one where often frustrated drivers congregate almost daily? This cul-
de-sac space has only one exit that already supports two marinas, a primary tower garage entrance/exit, 
a community center entrance, a children’s playground, and highly used local park CAN NOT tolerate a 
further 60 residences AND a 340 student school.  You might have found support for one or the other as 
a two story pedestrian and handicapped access only building --but surely not both, with expected car 
traffic – and definitely not at the proposed elevation!  
Lastly, I and many others are very suspicious of the blindness demonstrated by the approval of the first 
project proposal.  How can something pass with 99% of LOCAL aka NEIGHBOURHOOD opposition. We 
are also suspicious of the speed by which designs and models for added space / height were 
produced.  We highly suspect that this was the plan all along.  We also highly suspect that social projects 
(housing and a school) are sneaky means by which to approve said construction project.  I would not be 
surprised at all if in a year or three the project, as currently proposed, is deemed inappropriate, the 
community suffers no gain (in fact loses), and the developers profit extensively by yet another ‘change 
of plans’ for the land use.  
A final note on noise, the fatigue of the region to construction noise is very much taking its toll. Two to 
three years of constant construction, breaking ground and building followed by unwarranted, unwanted 
heightened stagnant traffic are a lot to once again ask.   
Please give regard to the letters from residents of the region over those who have absolutely no stake 
whatsoever in the project.  It is very easy to support a ‘superficially’ well intended project from afar 
when it affect you in no manner (financially or quality of life).  
Perhaps of note, I am a renter, not an owner.  Purchase prices in this community long eluded me. So this 
letter is not written for my personal gain --rather for the integrity of a lovely community, the last open 
space on the harbourfront in front of the three iconic Erikson landmarks the views of which we all sand 
to lose.   
Thank you  
Sincerely M.S.  
PS, unfortunately I am unable to attended this evenings meeting (I was listening and had wanted to 
speak the evening the agenda proved too long).  I trust this letter will still be of influence.  
 
. 
 
 
Mari K. Swingle, PhD 
 

 
 
 
Author: i-Minds New Society Publishers 
"An entertaining, scientifically rigorous exploration of the social and biological effects of 
our wireless world" 
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Re 480 Broughton 

I am a resident of Coal Harbour and DIRECTLY affected by this proposal. 

Although we may not be expressing ourselves well; no one is against social or subsidized housing.  There 
are already 3 large social housing complexes within a three block radius of this project. And we are a 
healthy integrated community. What we are against is losing what all of us cherish most including the 
LAST open space on the Coal Harbour waterfront.  Putting this in the ‘parking lot’ intended for the 
community center is a cheat.  This should be extended community center park space not parking or 
building space.  With this project going ahead we will lose our views, our peace, and our quiet. Many will 
further also lose their hard-earned investments.  Being forced to literally fund this project themselves 
with up to $300,000.00 ‘donations’ per apartment as per the property value losses they will face looking 
at the walls of this new building as opposed to the waterfront.   

This is a conflict and resentment model, not an integration model. Giving to one by taking away from 
another never works.  It breeds discontent and othering.  

There is also no logic of social housing on LITERALLY the most expensive waterfront property in the 
downtown core. For the value of this city owned property, at least 5 to 10 social housing projects could 
be funded elsewhere.  This makes me rather suspicious as to the veracity of the use of the building once 
construction is completed.  It also flies in the face of the principles/philosophy underlying social 
help.  What person in their right mind would ever want to move on and up from such assisted housing. 
There is no logic whatsoever.  

Similarly, we are also surely not against schools. What we are against is the complete lack of oversite in 
planning for such. As things stand, Hastings, Pender, Jervis, Broughton, and Cordova are systematically 
at complete grid lock during heavy traffic patterns associated with high demand on the Lion’s gate 
Bridge and/or congestion on Georgia.  Which would be the same coinciding time frames as school drop 
off and pick up. What sense is there in putting a school in a region that can not currently manage traffic 
blockages. And, one where often frustrated drivers congregate almost daily? This cul-de-sac space has 
only one exit that already supports two marinas, a primary tower garage entrance/exit, a community 
center entrance, a children’s playground, and highly used local park CAN NOT tolerate a further 60 
residences AND a 340 student school.  You might have found support for one or the other as a two story 
pedestrian and handicapped access only building --but surely not both, with expected car traffic – and 
definitely not at the proposed elevation!  

Lastly, I and many others are very suspicious of the blindness demonstrated by the approval of the first 
project proposal.  How can something pass with 99% of LOCAL aka NEIGHBOURHOOD opposition. We 
are also suspicious of the speed by which designs and models for added space / height were 
produced.  We highly suspect that this was the plan all along and that social projects (housing and a 
school) are sneaky means by which to approve said construction project.   

Please give regard to the letters from residents of the region over those who have absolutely no stake 
whatsoever in the project.  It is very easy to support a ‘superficially’ well intended project from afar 
when it affects you in no manner (financially or quality of life).  

Thank you,  

Sincerely, R.S.  
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